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NEW!

ERGONOMIC FEATURES
FOR SEAM ROLLERS
 BETTER COMFORT:
The ergonomic cushion grip
provides you with a larger,
more comfortable
gripping surface.
 BETTER VIEW:
The extended offset
fork gives you 1''
more view of the
roller’s point of
contact.

Cushion Grip
Handle and
Extended
Offset Fork

Standard Wood
Handle and
Standard Fork

 BETTER CLEARANCE:
The extended offset fork also saves
your knuckles when maneuvering the tool
in awkward areas by giving 1'' more clearance
between the handle and the point of contact.

See reverse side for a comparison of
Everhard’s erognomic seam roller with the
standard seam roller.

Ergonomic Seam Rollers - Measure 1-5/16'' dia. x 1-3/4'' wide. Available only from Everhard Products.
Made in the USA. Everhard also manufactures seam rollers in other sizes (including stand-up seam rollers)
available in steel, silicone, urethane, natural rubber, and nylon. Visit our website, www.everhard.com, or call tollfree 1-800-298-2832.

MODEL #

DESCRIPTION

MR05029

Ergonomic model silicone seam roller, with cushion grip handle and extended offset
fork, 1-5/16'' dia. x 1-3/4'' wide (right-handed model -- shown above)

0.563

MR05022

Ergonomic model silicone seam roller, with cushion grip handle and extended offset
fork , 1-5/16'' dia. x 1-3/4'' wide (left-handed model)

0.563
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EVERHARD’S ERGO SEAM ROLLERS
HAVE MORE KNUCKLE CLEARANCE
The ergo seam roller has 1'' more knuckle clearance between the end of the roller handle and the
point of contact. This additional clearance allows
use of the roller in a way that places less stress
on the hand and wrist, especially in tight areas.

EVERHARD’S ERGO SEAM ROLLERS
HAVE A LARGER VIEWING AREA
The ergo seam roller has a larger viewing area
between the end of the roller handle and the
roller, allowing you to see more of the work area.

MR05029

2-1/4''
CLEARANCE

2-1/4''

MR05029

1-1/2''
VIEWING AREA

MR05020

1-1/4''
CLEARANCE

MR05020

1-1/4''

1/2''
VIEWING AREA

RIGHT-HANDED VS. LEFT-HANDED ERGO SEAM
ROLLERS WITH EXTENDED OFFSET FORK
The MR05029 provides knuckle clearance for
right-handed use, keeping the fork and bolt on the
right side of the roller away from the work area.
The MR05022 provides knuckle clearance for lefthanded use, keeping the fork and bolt on the left
side of the roller away from the work area.

MR05029
Right-handed

MR05022
Left-handed

